Color duplex ultrasonography findings of temporal arteries in a case of giant cell arteritis: role in diagnosis and follow-up
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Abstract: Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a systemic autoimmune disease that affects medium- and large-sized arteries. The diagnostic gold standard is the temporal artery biopsy, but it has limited sensitivity and some difficulties in reproducibility. Color duplex ultrasonography is a noninvasive, reproducible, and inexpensive method for diagnosis of temporal arteries involvement (temporal arteritis [TA]) in GCA with high sensitivity and specificity. We present the ultrasound findings at baseline and during follow-up in a case of TA in a patient with GCA.
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Introduction

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a medium/large vessels vasculitis that predominantly affects temporal arteries (temporal arteritis [TA]). It represents the most common form of systemic vasculitis in adults.1,2 The temporal artery biopsy (TAB) is the latest diagnostic gold standard but it suffers a low sensitivity because of the segmental nature of the vasculitis process in TA and a negative biopsy does not rule out the diagnosis. As stated by several studies, the ultrasonography has a key role in the diagnosis and follow-up of TA. The ultrasonographic evaluation can assess stenosis, occlusions, and Doppler flow abnormalities of temporal artery segments and the dark halo around the vessel.3–7

We present a case of TA with pathologic findings in color duplex ultrasonography (CDU) that disappeared after 7 days of steroid treatment.

Case report

On February 24, 2016, a 77 year old male was admitted to our Rheumatology Unit for a frontal temporal non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs resistant headache. The patient provided his written consent to have his data used for this case report. He had no scalp tenderness, jaw claudication, or systemic manifestations (fever, weight loss, anorexia, and malaise). Patient had no myalgia or ocular symptoms (such as monocular, binocular vision loss, diplopia, or ocular pain). The temporal arteries were painful and thickened. The acute-phase reactants were raised with an erythrocyte sedimentation rate value of 71 mm/h (normal range 0–10) and a C-reactive protein value of 11.1 mg/dL (normal range 0–5). A normocytic anemia (hemoglobin 12.7 g/dL, normal range of 14–18) and an abnormal liver function with raised a1 and a2 globulins on serum electrophoresis were present. Laboratory tests did not show thrombocytosis. Brightness-mode (B-mode)
ultrasound of shoulders did not show ultrasound subacromial/subdeltoid bursitis or long head biceps tenosynovitis. The CDU assessment was performed by an experienced rheumatologist, using an Esaote MyLab Seven ultrasound system with a high-resolution linear probe VFX 18-6 MHz (Esaote SpA, Genoa, Italy). Doppler frequency was >6.5 MHz, dynamic range between 45 and 50 dB, other system settings were set to meet the high standards defined in the literature. Examination of the superficial temporal arteries (the common, frontal, and parietal branches) was performed in longitudinal and transverse planes. We found a hypoechoic halo of the left temporal artery >0.5 mm in thickness (Figure 1A and B). Moreover, left temporal artery Doppler signal showed the presence of turbulent flow (Figure 2).

The follow-up CDU examination was performed 7 days later. On clinical, laboratory, and ultrasound findings, we
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**Figure 1 (A)** Before treatment: left temporal artery ultrasonography features before steroid therapy showed a hypoechoic halo of the temporal artery >0.5 mm in thickness. **(B)** Before treatment: left temporal artery ultrasonography features before steroid therapy showed a hypoechoic halo of the temporal artery in longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) view (B-mode ultrasound).

**Abbreviation:** B-mode, brightness-mode.
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**Figure 2** Before treatment, left temporal artery color duplex ultrasonography features before steroid therapy showed a hypoechoic halo of the temporal artery and the presence of turbulent flow; longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) view.
formulated the diagnosis of GCA and we immediately started therapy to avoid retinal damage with blindness. We administered oral prednisone 1 mg/kg and introduced low-dose aspirin.

As seen in Figure 3, the halo sign and the turbulent flow disappeared (left temporal artery). The right temporal artery showed a marked reduction of halo sign, as seen in Figure 4A (before treatment) and B (after 7 days of treatment). TAB

Figure 3 Posttreatment left temporal artery color duplex ultrasonography, transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) view, showed disappearance of hypoechogenic halo of the temporal artery and of turbulent flow; longitudinal and transverse view, respectively.

Figure 4 (A) In the left side: before treatment, longitudinal view of right temporal artery CDU features before steroid therapy showed a hypoechogenic halo of the temporal artery and the presence of turbulent flow and weak flow because of the presence of halo sign corresponding to edema of artery wall (measured ~9 mm superior edema wall’s thickness and 8.2 mm inferior edema wall’s thickness). (B) Posttreatment, longitudinal and transverse view, respectively, of right temporal artery CDU showed reduction of halo sign and turbulent flow and a stronger flow than before treatment that corresponds to a significant reduction of edema of artery wall (measured ~0.45 mm superior edema wall’s thickness and 0.3 mm inferior edema wall’s thickness).

Abbreviation: CDU, color duplex ultrasonography.
was not performed because of difficulties in reproducibility and because of the presence of bilateral halo sign that has a high specificity in the diagnosis of TA, suggesting that TAB can be spared by CDUs.

**Discussion**

GCA, first described by Horton et al., is a systemic immune-mediated vasculitis affecting medium- and large-sized arteries. The pathophysiology of GCA includes both innate and adaptive immune response dysregulation. The characteristic histologic lesion is a granulomatous inflammation nearby the internal elastic lamina. The inflammatory infiltrate (consisting of lymphocytes, macrophages eventually as multinucleated giant cells and fibroblasts) can affect all the three arterial layers. Chew et al found an association between the presence of giant cells and visual loss. The clinical manifestations of GCA are related to both systemic inflammation (malaise, fever, and weight loss) and vascular insufficiency/ischemia (headache, scalp tenderness, jaw claudication, and monocular or binocular vision loss). The serological findings are representative of an acute-phase response with high levels of erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, and anemia.

Arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy is the most common opthalmologic manifestation and typically presents with sudden, painless, and profound unilateral or bilateral vision loss (78%–99%). The mainstay of management includes high-dose corticosteroids, and additional cytotoxic drugs, antitumor necrosis factor monoclonal antibody, and antiplatelet aggregation therapy may be used. The goal of treatment is to prevent ischemic damage and halt progression of visual loss in the affected eye and prevent involvement of the fellow eye. Till date, TAB remains the gold standard diagnostic test, with a temporal artery specimen of at least 2 cm should be sought. If a TAB is negative and clinical suspicion remains high, biopsy on the contralateral side should be considered, providing a positive specimen in 4%–15% of patients when the first biopsy is negative. Various imaging techniques have been recommended for diagnosis and follow-up of GCA and GCA-related complications. CDU can visualize the restricted arterial flow, wall edema, appearing as hypoechoic halos immediately adjacent to the arterial wall, with a sensitivity and specificity of 69% and 82%, respectively. Salvarani et al reported that only halos >1 mm in thickness increased the probability of positive result of TA. On the contrary, Habib et al showed that smaller halos of ≥0.5 mm thickness can predict TA, a finding reported by others. In addition, bilateral halo sign yields a sensitivity of 37% and specificity of 100% in the diagnosis of TA, suggesting that the presence of bilateral halo sign in patients with clinically suspected TA can replace TAB in their final diagnosis, a suggestion reported by other studies. The goals of GCA treatment are to avoid visual loss in the affected eye. Glucocorticoids exert multiple anti-inflammatory effects. There is still no consensus on the correct dose or route of administration of corticosteroids. The starting steroid treatment dosage ranges between 1 mg/kg and 1 g/day for a minimum of 3 days. The clinical and laboratoristic responses are usually rapid within 24–72 h after initiation of therapy. Regardless of the initial starting dose, most patients remain on oral prednisone 1 mg/kg for a minimum of 4 weeks after which time steroids should be tapered on the basis of symptoms and serial monitoring of inflammatory markers. Other drugs, such as methotrexate, azathioprine, cyclophosphamide, dapsone, and cyclosporine, have been used as adjuvant steroid-sparing therapy. Antitumor necrosis factor monoclonal antibody (eg, infliximab) has been proposed as either first-line therapy or a steroid-sparing agent in GCA. Antiplatelet aggregation therapy with low-dose aspirin before or at the time of diagnosis has been associated with a lower risk for developing acute vision loss and cerebrovascular accidents. In our case, steroids induced early disappearance of the halo sign, leading to the normalization of CDU, after 7 days from beginning the therapy. We can conclude that CDU has many advantages: first of all, it has an easy reproducibility (more reproducible than high-resolution computed tomography/positron emission tomography-computed tomography/magnetic resonance imaging) because of bedside and radiation-free hallmarks; it is sensitive to both cranial and extracranial disease. CDU is not only useful in helping in the diagnosis of TA but also useful in following up of patients after initiation of therapy. However, ultrasonography is highly operator and equipment dependent, and it is unable to easily visualize thoracic aorta.

CDU has high sensitivity and specificity when it is performed by an experienced operator; however, in literature, there are very heterogeneous results regarding this technique, with test sensitivities ranging from 10% to 87%. Hence, larger studies focusing on technical standardization of equipment, probe settings, image acquisition, and examination are required.
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